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Objectives

Automatic identification of spurious instances
(those with potentially wrong labels in datasets).
We aim to improve the quality of existing re-
sources, especially when annotations are obtained
through crowdsourcing or automatically gener-
ated based on coded rankings.

Introduction

Spurious instances can mislead systems, and, if
available in test data, lead to unrealistic compari-
son among competing systems. Some samples:

(a) Truck (b)Airplane (c) Cat
Figure 1: Sample noise in CIFAR-10 dataset.

Story: Mary traveled to the garden. Daniel went to the garden. Mary
journeyed to the kitchen. Mary went back to the hallway. Daniel
traveled to the office. Daniel moved to the garden. Sandra went back
to the kitchen. John traveled to the bathroom.

Question: Where is Mary?

Answer: hallway

Story: John went to the office. Daniel journeyed to the office. Sandra
picked up the football there. Sandra went to the bedroom. Sandra
left the football there. Sandra went back to the kitchen. Sandra
traveled to the hallway. Sandra moved to the garden.

Question: Where is the football?

Answer: bedroom

Table 1: Sample inconsistencies in bAbi dataset.

Contributions

•A cognitively-motivated and effective algorithm
for identifying spurious instances in datasets,

•Our approach can be applied to any dataset
without modification if there exists a neural
network architecture for the target task of the
dataset.

•Code: scholar.harvard.edu/hadi/spot
• hadi.amiri@childrens.harvard.edu

Developing Noise Spotters

Spaced Repetition
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•Training instances are repeatedly presented to a
learner on a schedule determined by a spaced
repetition algorithm,

•Such algorithms are inspired by factors that affect
human memory retention, namely, difficulty of
learning materials, delay since their last review,
and strength of memory,

•Scheduler increases intervals of time between
subsequent “reviews” of previously learned
materials,

•Efficient and effective training paradigms for
neural networks (Amiri et al., EMNLP 2017).

TREC-based Evaluation����������
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•Addition: 10K/2K, noise_level = (0,0.5]
•Twitter: 10K/1K, noise_level = 0.30
•Reddit: 4K/400, noise_level = 0.23

Leitner Spotter
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•Suppose we have n queues {q0, q1, . . . , qn−1},
• Initially places all instances in the first queue, q0,
•Leitner scheduler trains the network only with
instances of qi at every 2i iterations,

•During training, if an instance from qi is correctly
classified by the network, the instance will be
“promoted” to qi+1, otherwise it will be
“demoted” to the first queue, q0,

•As network trains, higher queues will accumulate
easier instances, while lower queues carry either
hard or potentially spurious instances.

ered as hard. All easy instances in conjunction
with δi ∈ [0, 1] fraction of easiest hard instances
(those with smallest loss values greater than λi)
are used for training at iteration i. We set each λi

to the average2 loss of training instances that are
correctly classified by the current partially-trained
network. Furthermore, at each iteration i > 1, we
set δi = i/k where k is the total number of itera-
tions. In this way, difficult instances are gradually
introduced to the network at every new iteration.

The update stat(.) function in Figure 2
scores instances based on their frequency of oc-
currence in the hard batch. In particular, for each
instance hi:

Se(hi) = Se−1(hi)+ (1)

�hard batche(hi) ×
� 1

|hard batche| + losse(hi)
�
,

where Se(hi) is the score of hi at iteration e,
�Y (x) is an indicator function which is 1 when
x ∈ Y and otherwise 0, hard batche indicates the
set of hard instances at iteration e, and losse(hi)
is the loss of the network for hi at iteration e. The
above function assigns higher scores to instances
that are frequently considered as hard instances
by the curriculum learning framework (such in-
stances are ranked higher in the final ranked list of
spurious instances). It also assigns a final score of
Sk(hi) = 0 to instances that are treated as easy in-
stances throughout the training process, i.e. those
that have a loss smaller than the iteration-specific
threshold λi at each iteration i and, therefore, are
always placed in the easy batch. To break the tie
for these instances in the final ranking, we resort
to their final loss values as follows:

Sk(hi) = lossk(hi), if Sk(hi) = 0. (2)

2.2 Leitner System

The Leitner System is inspired by the broad evi-
dence in psychology that shows human ability to
retain information improves with repeated expo-
sure and exponentially decays with delay since last
exposure (Cepeda et al., 2006). Spaced repetition
forms the building block of many educational de-
vices, such as flashcards, in which small pieces of
information are repeatedly presented to a learner
on a schedule determined by a spaced repetition

2We also considered maximum and median loss, but aver-
age loss led to greater training gain in terms of effectiveness.

Algorithm 2. Leitner Spotter
Input: H : training data, V : validation data, k : num-
ber of iterations, n : number of queues
Output: Ranked list of spurious instances

0 Q = [q0, q1, . . . , qn−1]
1 q0 = [H], qi = [] for i ∈ [1, n − 1]
2 S0[hj ] = 0 for hj ∈ H
3 For epoch = 1 to k:
4 batch = []
5 For i = 0 to n − 1:
6 If epoch%2i == 0:
7 batch = batch + qi

8 End For
9 promos, demos, loss = train(batch,V)
10 update queue(Q, promos, demos)
11 Sepoch = update stat(Sepoch−1, Q, loss)
12 End for
13 return sort(Sk,H, loss)
q0 epochs = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . }
q1 epochs = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, . . . }
q2 epochs = {4, 8, 12, 16, 20, . . . }
. . .

Figure 3: Leitner Spotter. The train(.) func-
tion trains the network using instances in the cur-
rent batch, update queue(.) promotes the correctly
classified instances–promos–to their next queues and
demotes the wrongly classified ones–demos–to q0,
update stat(.) scores instances according to Eq. (3),
and sort(.) ranks instances based on resulting scores
S updated by Eq. (4).

algorithm. Such algorithms show that human
learners can learn efficiently and effectively by in-
creasing intervals of time between subsequent re-
views of previously learned materials (Dempster,
1989; Novikoff et al., 2012). We adopt the Leitner
system to identify spurious instances as follows:

Suppose we have n queues {q0, q1, . . . , qn−1}.
The Leitner system initially places all instances in
the first queue, q0. As Figure 3 shows, the system
trains with instances of qi at every 2i iterations.
At each iteration, only instances in the selected
queues will be used for training the network. Dur-
ing training, if an instance from qi is correctly clas-
sified by the network, the instance will be “pro-
moted” to qi+1, otherwise it will be “demoted”
to the first queue, q0. Therefore, as the network
trains through time, higher queues will accumu-
late easier instances which the network is most ac-
curate about, while lower queues carry either hard
or potentially spurious instances. This is because
of the intrinsic discrepancy between spurious in-
stances and the cohort of genuine instances which
makes the network less confident in predicting the
wrong labels of spurious instances. Figure 3 (bot-

Experiments

Noise Detection
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Training Performance
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Why loss alone is not enough?
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(i) Loss classes
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Takeaways

1 Most instances do not need to be used at every
epoch when training neural networks.

2 Spurious instances frequently occur in the first
queue of Leitner system.

3 Loss alone is not enough to identify spurious
instances.

scholar.harvard.edu/hadi/spot
hadi.amiri@childrens.harvard.edu

